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MoneyTalks 

Thinking about 3-baggers, 30-baggers and beyond  
Part 1: The power of compounding, patience, and stock-picking 

The power of compounding & patience: 15% p.a. earnings growth = a 
double in 5 yrs, a triple (3-bagger) in 8, an 8-bagger in 15 
It’s just math, and the power of earnings compounding off an often modest base 
and a reasonable valuation at onset over a long enough period of time. A company 
growing revenues/earnings at 10% is a double in 8 yrs, a 4-bagger in 15. A firm 
growing faster at 15% annually is a double in 5 yrs, an 8-bagger in 15. Any P/E 
multiple expansion through then, as we have seen with the PCOMP since 2009, 
amplifies the upside (i.e. share price gains > earnings growth).  

Proof of concept: of c.40 stocks we plan to cover, we count nineteen 
3+ baggers in 8 yrs, twelve 30+ baggers and one 230-bagger in 15 yrs 
See tables on right for highest gainers in our coverage in past 8 and 15 yrs. Note 
DMC was a 230-bagger; AEV a 58-bagger; JGS and URC 47-baggers from 2001. 

The pluses of stock-picking (and good timing) 
Investors in funds tracking the overall market would have done well too, with the 
PCOMP more than a triple (up 3.4X, 16.3% compound annual growth rate or 
CAGR) in past 8 years, and up 5.9X in the past 15 yrs. Nonetheless, one would 
have outperformed if one had picked and held on to names as known as MER or 
SM, JGS or ALI, JFC or URC. Whether this continues, and who can sustainably 
outperform and why: we address these in parts 2 and 3 of this Money Talks series. 

Lessons from history: common themes with these multiple-baggers 
1. Strong vision/stewardship from ownership, solid management & execution. 
2. Market leadership, strong competitive edge/”wide moat” built over time. 
3. Solid profitability, partly reflecting industry, mostly reflecting points 1 and 2. 
4. Resilience, focus, cashflow/balance sheet strength, avoiding big missteps.  
5. Often relatively modest size, and reasonable or justifiable valuations, at onset. 
6. A bit of serendipity: right business, right time, earnings momentum, rising P/E’s.  

5 implications for investors looking for sustained wealth creation 
(we tackle question “will Phil macro be as supportive?” in part 2): 
1. Allocate some savings to equities esp. in this lower-for-longer rates outlook. 
2. Start early. Compounding starts slowly but becomes exponential in time. 
3. Be picky, esp. with stockmarket valuation premiums now. Focus on quality, 
    growth sustainability, profits durability, visibility for business 10-15 years out. 
4. Look for sweet spot: reasonably valued stocks with P/E rerating scope in time. 
5. Be patient. You can’t get 3-baggers or better if you sell after you’re up 20%. 

Also here: AP case study, factors that created Phil macro virtuous circle of growth, 
preview of Duterte admi 10-point econ plan/where to from here, Phil mkts vs India/ 
Thailand, our markets wishlist going forward, BDO practitioners’ perspectives. 
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The power of compounding and patience 
“To make money in stocks you must have the vision to see them, the courage to buy them  

and the patience to hold them. Patience is the rarest of the three”.  

- Thomas W. Phelps, author, 100 to 1 in the Stock Market 

 

We write this BDO Money Talks piece for four reasons, with a “from the outside looking in” perspective. 

1. As a launch piece for our BDO Nomura online broking JV1, and for our new, centralized (and still 
expanding) BDO investment research group, headed by Dante Tinga. 

2. To take a step back and highlight the remarkable and robust growth that many listed Philippine 
companies (and the overall stockmarket) have generated and enjoyed in the past 5-15 years. 

3. To make the case for fundamental long-term investing in Philippine equities, as suggested by its 
significant gains in the past 15 years, and the prospect of, to be conservative, perhaps more measured 
but still meaningful gains as good macro and corporate sector growth continues.  

On other hand, if we get continued socio-political/macro stability plus steady progress with governance 
and ease-of-doing-business reforms and hard/soft infrastructure build-outs and jobs creation going 
forward, a continued virtuous circle of multiplier effects and structurally higher GDP growth is plausible, 
just as we have seen with India and Indonesia for a couple of decades now, or Thailand in the 1990s and 
China in the 2000s minus the macro imbalances2 that subsequently beset these two. After all, the 
Philippines is still under-developed but has attractive demographics, a solid fiscal balance sheet and 
current account position, an under-levered underpenetrated banking system3, and urbanization still in 
early days. 

4. And most importantly - to underscore the power of compounding and patience, especially when 
combined with a proper equity investing culture4, thoughtful stock-picking and perhaps good timing 
when buying or adding to a position. 

 

…especially in this lower for longer if not lower forever environment 

Many may not realize or fully appreciate the impact of compounding over time (including as a way to 
enhance returns and build savings/wealth in this “lower for longer” (some would say “lower forever”) 
rates environment. But it is really just simple math and numbers going exponential (Exhibit 1).   

A company growing sales and profits at 10% each year (in an economy generating 5%-7% GDP growth) 
will have doubled in 8 years, and quadrupled in 15 years (see Exhibit 1). Assuming P/E multiples remain 
constant during that period, that’s also a double in share prices in 8 and a quadruple (4-bagger) in 15.  

Find and hold on to a company that can generate and sustain stronger sales/earnings growth of 15% per 
year, and the compounding accelerates: a double in 5 yrs, a 4-bagger in 10 years, an 8-bagger in 15 and 
a 16-bagger in 20 (see Exhibit 2).   

 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  https://www.bdo.com.ph/bdonomura/home, launching in October 2016. 
2 Macro imbalances for Thailand that culminated with the 1997 Asia FX/banking crisis: current account deficits, high 
credit/GDP ratio, high level of USD borrowings, property overbuilding, overextended borrowers. In the case of China at 
present: very rapid credit accumulation and very high credit/GDP ratios (>200%, versus c.40% for Philippines), sizable shadow 
banking/non-bank financial sector, marginally profitable or loss-making state owned companies.   
3	  Only 41.9% private sector credit/GDP ratio, c.70% of population still unbanked, i.e. without bank accounts.	  
4	  The PSE 2014 survey (Philippine Stock Exchange) estimated around 640,000 domestic investors that invested directly in 
stocks as of then (with 175,000 online stockbroking accounts), with another 312,000 invested in mutual funds and 386,000 in 
UITFs (unit investment trust funds). The former is a still low percentage of the population (<1%). In the US, it is around 52% of 
the population (Gallup poll, 2016). In China and India, that percentage is around 7% and 1.8%, respectively.   	  
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Exhibit 1: The power of compounding 
A company growing revenues and profits at 10% per year is a double in 8 yrs,  
a quadruple in 15 yrs 
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Exhibit 2: Higher growth = faster and more powerful compounding 
A company growing at 15% per year instead of 10% doubles in 5 years instead of 8, quadruples 
in 10 years instead of 15 
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Source: BDO Research estimates.  Source: BDO Research estimates. 

 

Proof of concept 

•   Of the c.40 stocks we plan to cover, we count nineteen 3+ baggers in 8 years (see Exhibit 3, 
which also includes near-3 baggers). That is a full 48% of our planned coverage universe. 

•   Of the c.23 stocks we plan to cover that have been listed for at least the past 15 years, i.e. since 
June 2001, we count at least a dozen12 8+ baggers. (see Exhibit 4, which starts with 5-baggers 
and beyond). That is 52% of the qualifying subset.  

•   Of this same subset of 23 stocks, we also count six 30+ baggers (DMC, AEV, URC, JGS, SCC, 
ICT) and one 230-bagger (DMC).  

•   The PCOMP itself is up 1.8X in the past 5 years, up 3.4X in 8 years and up 5.9X in 15 years. That 
compares favorably to the US S&P 500 or to many Asian markets. 

•   Please refer to Exhibit 5 for performance metrics for our entire coverage universe, showing 
tickers as well as company names. 
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Exhibit 3: 18 companies were 3-baggers or better in past 8 years – that’s a full 45% of the c.40 companies we plan to cover 
Top gainers in past 8 years (July 21 2008 – July 21 2016) amongst our coverage universe. 3-baggers refers to stocks that are up 3X or 3-fold in specified period. 
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Source: Company data, Bloomberg, Bloomberg consensus earnings estimates, BDO Research estimates. 

 

 

Exhibit 4: 11 companies that were 8-baggers or better in past 15 years out of 23 companies we cover and that were listed before then  
Note that 5 of these were 30-baggers or better  
Top gainers in past 15 years (July 21 2001 – June 2016) amongst our coverage universe. 8-baggers refers to stocks that are up 8X or 8-fold in specified period. 
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Source: Company data, Bloomberg, Bloomberg consensus earnings estimates, BDO Research estimates. 
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Exhibit 5: Performance metrics for our entire coverage set  
We show metrics for both the past 8 years (July 21 2008 – July 21 2016) and the past 15 years (July 21 2001 – July 21 2016) 
 

1"yr 5"yrs 8"yrs 10"yrs 15"yrs 8"yrs 15"yrs Revenues EPS Revenues EPS 151yr"ave 81yr"ave Std"dev 151yr"ave 81yr"ave Std"dev

PCOMP 1.1X 1.8X 3.4X 3.6X 5.9X 16.3% 12.5% 7.9% 5.2% 7.3% 11.0% 17.4%%%%%% 19.6%%%%%% 2.0%%%%%%%% 12.9%%%%%%% 15.1%%%%%%%% 2.3%%%%%%%%%%

Ranked'on'8*yr'share'px'CAGR
Universal"Robina"Corp"(URC) 1.09X 4.1X 19.0X 10.5X 47.8X 44.5% 29.4% 14.2% 17.4% 13.8% 18.3% 9.8%%%%%%%% 11.5%%%%%% 2.9%%%%%%%% 12.4%%%%%%% 10.1%%%%%%%% 6.7%%%%%%%%%%
Aboitiz"Equity"Ventures"(AEV) 1.42X 2.0X 12.2X 16.0X 58.5X 36.7% 31.2% 21.8% 16.2% 16.4% 20.1% 16.7%%%%%% 22.5%%%%%% 9.0%%%%%%%% 18.6%%%%%%% 22.7%%%%%%%% 8.8%%%%%%%%%%
DMCI"Holdings"(DMC) 1.03X 1.4X 12.2X 15.7X 230.4X 36.7% 43.7% 19.1% 19.1% 13.1% 29.5% 15.5%%%%%% 19.6%%%%%% 6.2%%%%%%%% 18.5%%%%%%% 25.3%%%%%%%% 8.9%%%%%%%%%%
JG"Summit"Holdings"(JGS) 1.16X 3.2X 11.2X 14.1X 46.8X 35.2% 29.2% 13.7% 11.9% 14.1% 14.8% 10.8%%%%%% 13.0%%%%%% 2.9%%%%%%%% 8.4%%%%%%%%% 10.0%%%%%%%% 5.3%%%%%%%%%%
Aboitiz"Power"Corp"(AP) 1.05X 1.5X 9.1X n.a. n.a. 31.9% n.a. 28.7% 17.5% 17.0% 11.1% 25.7%%%%%% 28.7%%%%%% 3.1%%%%%%%% 26.0%%%%%%% 23.0%%%%%%%% 6.7%%%%%%%%%%
Jollibee"Foods"Corp"(JFC) 1.31X 2.9X 6.8X 7.9X 18.3X 27.1% 21.4% 12.7% 9.1% 13.2% 12.1% 7.1%%%%%%%% 7.1%%%%%%%% 0.8%%%%%%%% 17.9%%%%%%% 18.8%%%%%%%% 1.8%%%%%%%%%%
Semirara"Mining"&"Power"(SCC) 0.98X 1.5X 6.7X 13.7X 31.9X 26.9% 26.0% 18.2% 36.6% 20.4% 42.2% 21.6%%%%%% 22.6%%%%%% 8.8%%%%%%%% 47.3%%%%%%% 31.7%%%%%%%% 10.4%%%%%%%%
Security"Bank"(SECB) 1.38X 2.9X 6.2X 7.0X 16.7X 25.6% 20.7% 11.4% 11.6% 12.8% 19.7% 47.8%%%%%% 52.8%%%%%% 7.4%%%%%%%% 15.1%%%%%%% 20.5%%%%%%%% 6.1%%%%%%%%%%
Alliance"Global"(AGI) 0.70X 1.4X 6.0X 2.4X 2.7X 25.2% 6.9% 22.5% 17.3% n.a. n.a. 12.7%%%%%% 14.9%%%%%% 8.0%%%%%%%% 10.9%%%%%%% 12.7%%%%%%%% 3.2%%%%%%%%%%
Manila"Electric"Co"(MER) 1.05X 1.1X 5.9X 22.7X 9.1X 24.8% 15.8% 3.2% 21.7% 6.1% 14.6% 5.9%%%%%%%% 7.4%%%%%%%% 2.1%%%%%%%% 8.9%%%%%%%%% 17.7%%%%%%%% 7.9%%%%%%%%%%
Robinsons"Land"(RLC) 1.17X 2.6X 5.9X 3.3X 17.5X 24.9% 21.0% 11.6% 6.8% 13.3% 11.5% 32.8%%%%%% 36.4%%%%%% 2.5%%%%%%%% 10.1%%%%%%% 11.8%%%%%%%% 2.0%%%%%%%%%%
LT"Group"Inc"(LTG) 1.11X 3.2X 5.7X 5.1X 2.9X 24.4% 7.4% 27.8% 45.7% n.a. n.a. 10.3%%%%%% 10.3%%%%%% 2.0%%%%%%%% 11.2%%%%%%% 11.4%%%%%%%% 9.4%%%%%%%%%%
SM"Prime"Holdings"(SMPH) 1.45X 3.4X 5.5X 6.2X 7.5X 23.9% 14.3% 20.5% 8.3% 17.8% 8.9% 52.8%%%%%% 48.2%%%%%% 6.9%%%%%%%% 13.9%%%%%%% 13.8%%%%%%%% 2.0%%%%%%%%%%
SM"Investments"Corp"(SM) 1.13X 2.4X 4.9X 6.0X n.a. 22.1% n.a. 12.2% 10.7% n.a. n.a. 15.9%%%%%% 15.7%%%%%% 0.9%%%%%%%% 12.6%%%%%%% 13.1%%%%%%%% 1.4%%%%%%%%%%
Ayala"Land"(ALI) 1.04X 2.5X 4.7X 3.8X 9.8X 21.2% 16.4% 20.4% 17.2% 16.4% 15.5% 24.3%%%%%% 24.1%%%%%% 2.6%%%%%%%% 10.0%%%%%%% 11.8%%%%%%%% 2.3%%%%%%%%%%
Megaworld"Corp"(MEG) 1.06X 2.6X 4.4X 3.9X 9.5X 20.4% 16.2% 18.2% 9.9% 20.6% 11.8% 22.8%%%%%% 26.4%%%%%% 6.2%%%%%%%% 8.7%%%%%%%%% 11.5%%%%%%%% 3.8%%%%%%%%%%
Metrobank"(MBT) 1.06X 1.7X 4.2X 3.7X 3.2X 19.5% 8.1% 8.0% 10.6% 8.3% 15.2% 29.3%%%%%% 36.3%%%%%% 6.2%%%%%%%% 9.3%%%%%%%%% 11.7%%%%%%%% 3.5%%%%%%%%%%
Ayala"Corp"(AC) 1.15X 2.8X 4.0X 3.9X 5.8X 19.0% 12.5% 10.8% 8.9% 11.3% 13.2% 14.6%%%%%% 11.0%%%%%% 4.7%%%%%%%% 10.0%%%%%%% 10.6%%%%%%%% 3.7%%%%%%%%%%
BDO"Unibank"(BDO) 1.10X 2.1X 3.4X 4.0X n.a. 16.5% n.a. 11.0% 13.1% 27.8% n.a. 35.6%%%%%% 38.5%%%%%% 6.0%%%%%%%% 11.8%%%%%%% 11.4%%%%%%%% 3.1%%%%%%%%%%
Vista%Land%(VLL) 0.86X 1.8X 2.8X n.a. n.a. 13.8% n.a. 14.6% 3.3% n.a. n.a. 26.9%%%%%% 29.7%%%%%% 2.3%%%%%%%% 11.3%%%%%%% 10.5%%%%%%%% 0.9%%%%%%%%%%
Bank%of%Phil%Islands%(BPI) 1.05X 1.7X 2.7X 2.4X 3.1X 13.0% 7.9% 7.1% 5.6% 7.4% 11.4% 48.9%%%%%% 50.7%%%%%% 3.8%%%%%%%% 13.3%%%%%%% 14.6%%%%%%%% 2.7%%%%%%%%%%
Filinvest%Land%(FLI) 1.02X 1.6X 2.7X 1.9X 2.9X 13.0% 7.3% 24.6% 14.7% 22.4% 10.0% 36.6%%%%%% 38.8%%%%%% 9.3%%%%%%%% 5.4%%%%%%%%% 7.1%%%%%%%%%% 1.7%%%%%%%%%%
First%Gen%Corp%(FGEN) 1.00X 1.7X 2.5X 1.4X n.a. 12.1% n.a. 7.1% J2.6% n.a. n.a. 23.5%%%%%% 21.8%%%%%% 4.0%%%%%%%% 15.2%%%%%%% 8.0%%%%%%%%%% 4.3%%%%%%%%%%
Metro%Pacific%Invest%(MPI) 1.55X 2.1X 2.3X n.a. n.a. 11.0% n.a. 9.1% 13.2% n.a. n.a. n.m. 42.5%%%%%% 2.2%%%%%%%% n.m. 3.7%%%%%%%%%% 0.4%%%%%%%%%%
San%Miguel%Corp%(SMC) 1.40X 0.7X 2.3X 1.4X 2.2X 10.8% 5.2% 20.9% J0.6% 14.5% J0.6% 9.4%%%%%%%% 9.8%%%%%%%% 2.9%%%%%%%% 9.7%%%%%%%%% 10.4%%%%%%%% 9.0%%%%%%%%%%
Intl"Container"Term"(ICT) 0.60X 1.1X 2.3X 4.8X 30.2X 11.2% 25.5% 15.6% 8.4% 11.5% 37.1% 28.4%%%%%% 29.8%%%%%% 1.7%%%%%%%% 19.6%%%%%%% 14.6%%%%%%%% 6.4%%%%%%%%%%
Globe%Telecom%(GLO) 0.90X 2.4X 2.2X 2.4X 4.3X 10.4% 10.2% 7.9% 2.7% 12.7% 13.7% 27.2%%%%%% 24.2%%%%%% 8.4%%%%%%%% 19.9%%%%%%% 21.9%%%%%%%% 5.9%%%%%%%%%%

Share"price"gains"over Share"price"CAGR 8"yrs"(200712015) 15"yrs"(200012015) Operating"mgn,"%"** ROE,"%

Petron%Corp%(PCOR) 1.38X 0.7X 1.9X 2.8X 5.7X 8.5% 12.2% 6.9% 10.8% 9.9% 7.4% 3.6%%%%%%%% 3.4%%%%%%%% 2.2%%%%%%%% 9.0%%%%%%%%% 6.1%%%%%%%%%% 9.6%%%%%%%%%%
Manila%Water%Co%(MWC) 1.06X 1.4X 1.6X 3.6X n.a. 6.1% n.a. 11.0% 10.8% n.a. n.a. 46.9%%%%%% 54.9%%%%%% 2.7%%%%%%%% 20.4%%%%%%% 16.8%%%%%%%% 1.8%%%%%%%%%%
Energy%Dev%Corp%(EDC) 0.78X 0.9X 1.6X n.a. n.a. 5.9% n.a. 7.7% J1.4% n.a. n.a. 41.0%%%%%% 43.1%%%%%% 3.9%%%%%%%% 27.7%%%%%%% 5.7%%%%%%%%%% 10.9%%%%%%%%
Phil%Long%Distance%Tel%(TEL) 0.71X 0.9X 0.9X 1.1X 3.1X J1.8% 7.9% J5.8% J1.8% 7.0% 17.8% 33.3%%%%%% 35.4%%%%%% 9.2%%%%%%%% 27.7%%%%%%% 29.9%%%%%%%% 8.2%%%%%%%%%%
DoubleDragon%Prop%(DD) 8.42X n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 13.8%%%%%% 10.4%%%%%% n.a. 29.6%%%%%%%% 15.7%%%%%%%%
Robinsons%Retail%Hldgs%(RRHI) 1.13X n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 3.6%%%%%%%% 2.3%%%%%%%% n.a. 12.1%%%%%%%% 6.1%%%%%%%%%%
Cebu%Air%(CEB) 1.10X 1.2X n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 12.2%%%%%% 12.6%%%%%% 6.5%%%%%%%% 12.3%%%%%%% 11.4%%%%%%%% 10.5%%%%%%%%
Puregold%Price%Club%(PGOLD) 1.34X n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 6.9%%%%%%%% 0.7%%%%%%%% n.a. 14.0%%%%%%%% 6.3%%%%%%%%%%
GT%Capital%(GTCAP) 1.14X n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 30.1%%%%%% 19.1%%%%%% n.a. 13.2%%%%%%%% 6.6%%%%%%%%%%
D&L%Industries%(DNL) 1.06X n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 11.0%%%%%% 5.6%%%%%%%% n.a. 26.5%%%%%%%% 14.4%%%%%%%%
Emperador%(EMP) 0.82X n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 7.1%%%%%%%% 30.2%%%%%% n.a. 32.6%%%%%%%% 46.2%%%%%%%%
SSI%Group%(SSI) 0.34X n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 7.7%%%%%%%% 3.7%%%%%%%% n.a. 23.6%%%%%%%% 15.6%%%%%%%%

31bagger"or"better"in"past"8"yrs"(Jul"21"081Jul"21"16) 81bagger"or"better"in"past"15"yrs"(Jul"21"011Jul"21"16)

**defined%as%preJprovision%operating%profits%divided%by%operating%revenues%in%the%case%of%banks  
 

Source: Company data, Bloomberg, Bloomberg consensus earnings estimates, BDO Research estimates. 

 

 

 

Lessons from history: common themes from these multiple-baggers 
Overall market has done well. Investors in funds tracking the overall market would have done well too, 
with the PCOMP as mentioned more than a triple (up 3.4X, 16.3% compound annual growth rate or 
CAGR) in the past 8 years, and a 5½ bagger in the past 15 yrs.  

Notable outperformers. Nonetheless, one would have outperformed if one had, with careful screening 
and a bit of good timing on entry point, picked and held on to names as common and known but also as 
diverse as MER or SM, JGS or ALI, JFC or URC.  

Diverse and varied lot. This list of multiple-baggers is a somewhat diverse and varied lot as already 
noted, i.e. there is no single dominating style or sector or theme. It includes many family-owned 
conglomerates and holding companies. But also some pure-play subsidiaries in specific industries. It 
includes several consumer plays. But also power companies and property developers, a handful of banks 
and an electric utility.  

Common themes. Diverse and varied lot notwithstanding, we do see some common themes 
contributing to superior value creation, and expect these same themes to recur and still matter going 
forward: 
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1.   Strong vision/stewardship from ownership, solid management & execution. Examples that 
easily come to mind: JGS (JG Summit), AC (Ayala Corp.), SM (SM Investments).  

2.   Market leadership (e.g. Jollibee Foods) or strong/unique competitive edge/”wide moat” 
built over time (e.g. MER [Meralco], ALI [Ayala Land]).  

3.   Solid profitability, partly reflecting industry characteristics/entry barriers and 
supply/demand conditions but also reflecting points 1 and 2. As Exhibits 5 and 6 show, most 
of these multiple baggers have had above-average operating margins and ROEs, with lower 
volatility/standard deviations, over time and through the cycles. 

4.   Resilience, focus, cashflow/balance sheet strength, avoiding big missteps – many of these 
multiple-baggers have expanded and diversified over time, but through it all, a set of core 
competencies and key focus – be it power, or retailing, or property development – has 
persisted over time, in turn exemplified in Exhibits 6 and 7.  

5.   Often relatively modest size, and reasonable or justifiable valuations, at onset. There are 
exceptions of course, i.e. market leaders at long-held premium valuations that have continued 
to grow robustly through it all (e.g. AC, SM).  

6.   A bit of serendipity: right business, right time, earnings momentum, rising P/E’s. Many 
companies have been plays on burgeoning consumer spending growth, powered along by 
OFWs and BPOs and the gathering pace of urbanization across the country.  

And while not part of this list, we also point to a handful of other multiple baggers (see Exhibit 
8) that have skillfully benefited from specific trends playing out, e.g. SEVN (7 Eleven in the 
Philippines) as a direct play on urbanization and BPOs. Or HLCM (Holcim Philippines, leading 
cement company) as a play on infrastructure, urbanization and the real estate build-out in NCR 
(national capital region) and elsewhere. 

 

 

Exhibit 6: Outperformers generally had stronger profitability and resilience, lower earnings volatility 
A snapshot of key outperformers in the past 8 years (July 21 2008 – July 21 2016), with PCOMP included as benchmark. 
Note that the ROE vertical high-low spread represents the ROE standard deviation for that particular company over the past 8 years. 
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Source : Company data, Bloomberg, BDO Research estimates. 
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Exhibit 7: Outperformers generally had stronger profitability and resilience, lower earnings volatility 
A snapshot of key outperformers in the past 15 years (July 21 2001 – July 21 2016), with PCOMP included as benchmark. 
Note that the ROE vertical high-low spread represents the ROE standard deviation for that particular company over the past 15 years. 
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Source : Company data, Bloomberg, BDO Research estimates. 

 

Exhibit 8: A handful (not exhaustive list) of other multiple-baggers among listed companies not currently in BDO research coverage 
Other top gainers in past 15 years that are not amongst our planned coverage universe. 8-baggers refers to stocks that are up 8X or 8-fold in specified period. 
 

PCOMP

15'yr*share

price*gains

5.5X

Share*px

12%

15'year*CAGR

Revenues EPS 15'yr*ave

7% 11% 17.4%%%%%%%%

15'year*CAGR Operating*mgn,*%

Std*dev 15'yr*ave

2.0%%%%%%%%%% 12.9%%%%%%%%

Operating*mgn,*% ROE,*%

Std*dev P/E

2.3%%%%%%%%%% 19.6

ROE,*% Forward Shr*px

Core*businesses 7/19/16

EEI*(EEI*Corp)*

HLCM*(Holcim*Phil)

22.0X
12.6X

23%
18%

9% 3% 3.5%%%%%%%%%%
12% 38% 16.9%%%%%%%%

4.8%%%%%%%%%% 8.0%%%%%%%%%%
5.8%%%%%%%%%% 12.3%%%%%%%%

14.3%%%%%%%% 9.9
10.0%%%%%%%% 15.6

Construction,%steel%fabrication,%power%gen,%real%estate 9.1
Cement 15.1

SEVN*(Seven*Phil) 34.1X 27% 16% 25% 2.8%%%%%%%%%% 2.7%%%%%%%%%% 12.4%%%%%%%% 14.1%%%%%%%% 51.5 Chain%of%retail%convenience%stores%(7%Eleven) 142

8'bagger*or*better*in*past*15*yrs*(June*01'June*16)8'bagger*or*better*in*past*15*yrs*(June*01'June*16)8'bagger*or*better*in*past*15*yrs*(June*01'June*16)8'bagger*or*better*in*past*15*yrs*(June*01'June*16)

*EEI%experienced%significant%decline%in%EPS%in%2015%to%P0.20%from%P0.89%in%2014.%EPS%CAGR%from%2000%through%2014%was%13.7%%*EEI%experienced%significant%decline%in%EPS%in%2015%to%P0.20%from%P0.89%in%2014.%EPS%CAGR%from%2000%through%2014%was%13.7%%*EEI%experienced%significant%decline%in%EPS%in%2015%to%P0.20%from%P0.89%in%2014.%EPS%CAGR%from%2000%through%2014%was%13.7%%*EEI%experienced%significant%decline%in%EPS%in%2015%to%P0.20%from%P0.89%in%2014.%EPS%CAGR%from%2000%through%2014%was%13.7%%*EEI%experienced%significant%decline%in%EPS%in%2015%to%P0.20%from%P0.89%in%2014.%EPS%CAGR%from%2000%through%2014%was%13.7%%*EEI%experienced%significant%decline%in%EPS%in%2015%to%P0.20%from%P0.89%in%2014.%EPS%CAGR%from%2000%through%2014%was%13.7%%  
 

Source: Company data, Bloomberg, BDO Research estimates. 
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The evolution of Aboitiz Power (AP) case study:  
when liquidity meets opportunity 
This section is written by Dante Tinga, BDO Head of Investment Research. Mr. Tinga has directly covered 
AP in past. 

Over the past decade, the growth and development of the peso capital markets has allowed companies 
to take advantage of expansion opportunities when they present themselves. Aboitiz Power’s (AP) 
generation portfolio consisted of just 164MWs prior to the company’s 2007 IPO. Since then, however, 
the company has grown its generation portfolio 15x. Investors (had they held on) would have seen a 
nearly 10x increase in the value of their IPO investment over the same period (Exh 9). What happened? 

•   M&A boom: AP’s IPO came at an opportune time. After over a decade of planning, the 
Philippine government finally began to privatize its power generation assets in an effort to 
reduce public sector debt and increase efficiencies in the power sector. From 2006-2011, AP 
managed to acquire 29% of privatized generation capacity. Most of these assets were 
operational and therefore immediately earnings and value accretive. Moreover, AP and other 
local players had less competition to worry about as the government asset sales took place 
during the height of the global financial crisis. 

•   Access to peso financing: AP and other bidders for the assets, however, had to fund the 
acquisitions. Philippine companies normally funded power and infrastructure projects with US$ 
or yen debt given the long tenors and relatively lower rates. The global financial crisis, however, 
rendered US$ and yen debt expensive if not inaccessible for Philippine companies. Fortunately 
for AP, increasing peso liquidity could be tapped for project finance transactions. In fact, since 
2007, peso funding has become the norm for Philippine project finance deals. This has the 
added benefit of reducing FX exposure for Philippine companies.  

•   Excellence in execution: Of course, the nearly 10x increase in AP’s share price since IPO is due 
to more than just timing and luck. Significant credit needs to be given to Aboitiz management 
for their ability to see opportunities and take advantage of them. Ultimately, execution matters. 
Acquisitions need to be valued properly with both the funding strategy as well as the 
rehabilitation of the power plants (most of the formerly government assets were poorly 
maintained and required significant rehab or retrofits) executed on time and within budget. 

 

Exhibit 9: The evolution of Aboitiz Power 
Growth in generation portfolio (MWs) translates to market cap expansion (Phpbn) 
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Source : Company data, BDO Research estimates. 
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Implications for savers/investors looking for wealth creation 
1. Allocate some savings to equities especially in this “lower-for-longer” if not 
“lower-forever” rates outlook.  
We are perhaps in an extended period of declining and now near-zero if not negative interest rates and 
bond yields in an increasing number of developed market (DM) economies including Japan and parts of 
Europe, e.g. Switzerland, Germany, Denmark, Netherlands, Finland.  

This is generally attributed to several factors including slower growth particularly in the DMs and in 
China, deflationary pressures and an increasing surplus of savings (as populations age) and liquidity (as 
central banks in Europe and Japan continue on the quantitative easing front).  

All these have exerted downward pressures on interest rates and bond yields even in more “normalized” 
economies, be it the US (where the 10-yr bond yield has halved from 3.0% in Sept 2013 to 1.55% at 
present) or the Philippines (where the 10-yr bond yield has fallen from 6.5% in September 2011 to 
3.1775% at present5). See Exhibit 10. 

Barring a global slowdown/recession or a prolonged period of falling corporate earnings – not our 
baseline expectation – this has got to be a favorable backdrop for equities (lower cost of equity, search 
for yield and upside) for most of developing Asia including the Philippines, which remain pretty “normal” 
by comparison on GDP and corporate earnings growth, monetary policy, and interest rates.   

 

Exhibit 10: Lower for longer, or lower forever? 
The Japanification of 10 year bond yields in other parts of the world? YE2000, YE2008, YE2014 and now – Philippines still fairly “normal” at 3.1775% 
10-yr bond yield, down from 17.7% at YE00, 4.37% at YE14 
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Source : Bloomberg 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5	  There is more variability with the current yield on the 10-yr bond, reflecting “buy and hold” investor stance for the most 
part and therefore thin trading and a wide range of pricing and spreads. We source this 10-yr bond yield of 3.1775% from a 
live quote from BDO’s Treasury desk rather than from Bloomberg reported yields. 
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2. Start early. Compounding begins slowly but becomes exponential in time. 

Not much elaboration needed here – the earlier you start saving and putting some of that savings into 
equities, the greater the likely effect of compounding over the years and decades, inevitable corrections 
and slowdowns/recessions notwithstanding.  

One valid question of course for Philippine equities is: is it too late now? Indeed, the typical pushback 
to investing in Philippine equities at this point centers on this question and four or five separate but 
intertwined threads: 

•   The Philippine stockmarket has already enjoyed a 13-year bull market, up 8.1X from the 990s 
level in early 2003. 

•   Valuations are now full if not extended with the PCOMP trading at 23.7X trailing earnings and at 
19.6X forward consensus earnings – the highest since 2005, reflecting high expectations for 
corporate earnings and for the Duterte administration, both of which may or many not pan out 
(see Exhibit 11). 

•   The Philippine stockmarket is now the most expensive across Asia on a forward P/E basis, even 
ahead of India’s SENSEX which trades at 20.4X trailing earnings and 18.3X forward earnings 
(see Exhibit 12). 

•   The market’s strong rise in the past 8-15 years was also fuelled by many “macro” and “external” 
factors including (1) greater domestic- and foreign-sourced peso liquidity, (2) corporate actions 
(divestitures, spinoffs, capital raisings, M&A) that helped unlock value/created more float and 
liquidity, and (3) easing political and regulatory risks, resulting in credit rating upgrades, greater 
cashflow certainty and investor confidence, in turn improving funding to access, in turn 
improving growth, i.e. a self-feeding virtuous circle (see Exhibit 13). While others may be more 
skeptical and expect this virtuous circle to ebb, we think the right combination of reforms, 
governance and macro events can extend this virtuous circle for years to come. 

In our view, what really matters from here, especially given the stockmarket’s premium valuations relative 
to history and to other Asian markets, are: 

•   continuity of growth prospects for the economy and for corporate earnings and  

•   degree and pace of change, and the economic impact and potential multiplier effects from 
the Duterte administration’s ability to implement its 10-point economic program – a topic 
we will focus on in Part 2 of this Money Talks series. 

•   unleashing unrealized potential / catch-up prospects – there is arguably still so much 
potential “catch up” that the Philippines can do to narrow the income gap even with just its 
ASEAN neighbors and peers (see Exhibit 14): 

•   Indonesia per capita GDP: 1.29X that for Philippines 

•   Thailand per capita GDP: 2.15X that for Philippines 

•   Malaysia per capita GDP: 3.78X that for Philippines 
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Exhibit 11: Philippine stockmarket valuations: up, up and away 
PCOMP forward P/E valuations, 2005 to present 

Graph Fundamentals
Date Range: 1/1/1986 - 7/19/2016 Periodicity: Quarterly

This report may not be modified or altered in any way. The BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL service and BLOOMBERG Data are owned and distributed locally by Bloomberg Finance LP (“BFLP”) and its subsidiaries in all jurisdictions other than Argentina, Bermuda, China, India, Japan and Korea (the (“BFLP
Countries”). BFLP is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Bloomberg LP (“BLP”). BLP provides BFLP with all the global marketing and operational support and service for the Services and distributes the Services either directly or through a non-BFLP subsidiary in the BLP Countries. BFLP, BLP and their affiliates
do not provide investment advice, and nothing herein shall constitute an offer of financial instruments by BFLP, BLP or their affiliates.

Bloomberg ®   Graph Fundamentals    07/19/2016 12:37:51 1   
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Source : Bloomberg. 

 

Exhibit 12: Philippine stockmarket valuations: now the highest on most metrics in Asia. 3 things needed to sustain such 

valuations: (1) need for continued stable politics/macro; (2) need for more reforms / easing of bottlenecks / infrastructure build-
outs; and (3) good corporate earnings. Careful stock picking may also be more important, given reduced tailwinds, increased 
global headwinds. 
Forward P/E valuations compared for Asian markets, as of July 18, 2016 
As#of#July#19,#2016

Market Index Forward.P/E Forward.P/B Implied.ROE,.% EV/EBITDA Div.yld,.%

Philippines PCOMP 19.6 2.60 13.3% 13.1 1.7
Indonesia JCI 16.1 2.45 15.2% 12.5 1.8
Thailand SET 14.9 1.84 12.3% 10.0 3.6
Malaysia KLCI 15.8 1.66 10.5% 9.9 3.5
Singapore STI 12.7 1.12 8.8% 14.2 4.9
India SENSEX#30 18.3 2.80 15.3% 11.7 2.3
China#HMshrs HSCEI 7.2 0.85 11.8% n.a. 3.8
China SHCOMP 12.9 1.44 11.2% 9.9 2.5
HK HSI 11.4 1.09 9.6% 8.5 3.5
Taiwan TAIEX 13.3 1.62 12.2% 9.0 3.8
Korea KOSPI 6.1 0.97 15.9% 7.0 1.8
Japan TOPIX 11.8 1.10 9.3% 7.9 2.4  

 

Source : Bloomberg. 
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Exhibit 13: Virtuous circle and multiplier effects: contributing factors, where to from here? 
Others may be sceptical and think the best is behind us now. But we think a mix of stable global macro conditions, domestic political will and continued reform successes can extend this 
virtuous circle. Also helping: (1) attractive demographics, (2) catch-up economics off a low base; (3) solid fiscal and current account position, (4) liquid and still underlevered financial system, 
(5) infrastructure build-out momentum and its multiplier effects. 
 
Contributing*factors Outlook*from*here

Greater*political*stability,*reduced*political*risk Stable
Absence+of+attempted+coups+since+2006
A+now+professionalized,+politically+neutral+military+force
Increased+checks+and+balances+thanks+to+paper/social+media,+internet,+etc
2012+Bangsamore+Framework+agreement
Successful/peaceful+presidential+elections+including+the+just+concluded+one

Improved*government*governance Stable+to+potentially+better
2011+Transparency+seal
2012+Good+Governance+and+AntiGCorruption+Plan
Improvement+in+Transparency+International+governance+rankings+(134+in+2010,+95+now)

Social*infrastructure*and*social*safety*nets*progress Stable+to+potentially+better
2008+Conditional+Cash+Transfer+(4Ps)+social+assistance+program
2011+KG12+compulsory+education+system
2012+Sin+tax+and+healthcare+reform+/+Reproductive+Health+Law

Improving*"ease*of*doing*business"*scores Stable+to+potentially+better
World+Bank+ease+of+doing+business+ranking+from+144th+in+2010+to+103rd+in+2015
WEF+Philippine+Competitiveness+Index+up+from+3.97+in+2007+to+4.39+in+2016

Increased*business*confidence Stable+to+potentially+better
BSP+Business+Confidence+Index+up+from+G32.6+low+in+2001+to+48.7+at+present

Falling*interest*rates Stable+for+now,+may+rise+when+US+Fed+hikes
S/T+interest+rates+(reverse+repo+rate)+down+from+6%+in+2009+to+3%+at+present
10+year+bond+yields+down+from+17.7%+at+YE00+to+3.96%+at+present

Improved*current*account*position Stable
Positive+since+2003+(2.9%+of+GDP+in+2015)+versus+consistently+negative+from+1980G2002,+
helped+along+by+OFW+remittances+and,+more+recently,+BPO+revenues

Stable

Improved*fiscal*position
Budget+deficit+levels+stable/modest+since+1998+(P122bn+in+2015)

Credit*ratings*upgrades*and*reduced*risk*premiums Stable
4Gnotch+credit+rating+upgrades+since+2010+to+Baa2/BBB/BBBG+from+Moody's/S&P/Fitch

Rising*GDP*growth*rates Stable+to+potentially+better
From+2.0%+average+in+1980s+to+2.75%+in+1990s+to+4.5%+in+2000s+to+6.2%+in+2010G2015

Increased*levels*of*domestic*capex/direct*investments Stable+to+potentially+better
Gross+fixed+capital+formation+has+more+than+doubled+from+P250bn+quarterly+level+in+2010+
to+P509bn+quarterly+in+1Q16

Increased*levels*of*foreign*direct*investments Stable+to+potentially+better
Philippine+net+FDI+up+from+trough+of+US$0.76bn+in+2001+to+US$1.34bn+in+2008,+US$3.2bn+
in+2012,+US$5.72bn+in+2015

Increased*stockmarket*turnover Stable+to+potential+better
Phil+average+daily+turnover+value+up+from+P0.37bn+in+2002+to+P1.0bn+in+2008+to+P7.5bn+in+
2014+and+P4.4bn+in+2015

Increased*levels*of*foreign*portfolio*investments Stable
Foreign+turnover+c.40%G50%+of+Phil+stockmarket+turnover+value

Increased*infrastructure*spend*and*multiplier*effects* Likely+to+ramp+up+with+Duterte+admi
Philippine+infrastructure+cash+disbursements+up+from+P94bn+in+2004+to+P276bn+in+2014 targeting+infra+outlays+at+5%G7%+of+GDP
and+P243bn+in+2015

May+weaken+but+intentionally+on+higher+infra+
spend

	  
Source: Bloomberg, government websites, BDO Research estimates. 
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Exhibit 14: Catch-up growth for Philippines, quantified: our GDP will have to grow by 29% for us to catch up with Indonesia in per 

capita income levels, 115% to catch up with Thailand, 278% to catch up with Malaysia 
2015 per capita GDP comparisons: Philippines, Indonesia, Thailand and Malaysia 
Note that Thailand first got to the per capita GDP level of the Philippines in 1994, i.e. we have a 22-year catch-up period with Thailand 
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Source : World Bank, BDO Research estimates. 

 

3. Be picky, esp. given stockmarket premium valuations now. Focus on quality, 
sustainability of growth, durability of profits, visibility for business 10-15 yrs out. 

We’ve already highlighted common themes with this list of notable outperformers in the Lessons from 
History section of this report.  

We will focus more on this topic – including our picks for sustained outperformers – in Part 3 of this BDO 
Money Talks series.  

What we want to add for now is the heightened importance of selectivity and fundamental stockpicking 
given the already high valuations for the overall market relative to its own history and relative to other 
Asian markets as already discussed in point 2, and the near-term valuation downside risks should 
corporate earnings or Duterte administration implementation efforts notably disappoint.  

 

4. Look also for sweet spot P/E re-rating situations: fundamentally strong companies 
with relatively modest or temporarily beaten-down valuations. 

It does get harder from here, at least from a valuations perspective. Many of the stocks we highlight have 
enjoyed significant P/E multiple expansion over the past 8-15 years. The PCOMP itself has gone from a 
trough of 8.7X forward P/Es at YE08 during the global financial crisis to 19.6X at present. 

That said, we do point out that there are still some past notable outperformers/multiple-baggers at still 
reasonable valuations (below 15X forward P/E) and/or notably below-market or marked-down valuations 
at present: .  

•   DMC (DMCI Holdings) at 12.6X 2016 consensus estimates – weighed down by anti-mining 
(open pit coal mining) sentiment and uncertainties facing water utility tariffs and res property 
business slowdown. 
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•   SCC (Semirara Mining) at 12.1X 2016 consensus ests, – weighed down by anti-mining (open pit 
coal mining) sentiment and coal-based power plants, operational shutdowns. 

•   ICT (International Container Terminals) at 9.3X 2016 consensus EV/EBITDA ests (versus a 10-yr 
EV/EBITDA average of more like 12.5x) – earnings still bottoming out given still-declining global 
trade flows and EM uncertainties, peaking capex and gearing, 

•   MBT (Metrobank) at 14.8X 2016 consensus ests – ongoing trading gains and some margin 
pressures for sector, core ROE (ex-trading gains/assets) perceived to be weaker versus peers. 

•   PCOR (Petron) at 14.6X 2016 consensus ests – Earnings still exposed to oil price and refining 
margin volatility, perceived weak core earnings growth prospects. 

•   MEG (Megaworld Corp) at 14.9X 2016 consensus ests – Proportion of recurring income low 
relative to peer developers, playing catch-up on malls 

•   AGI (Alliance Global) at 11.1X 2016 consensus ests – diminished growth expectations from 
gaming and consumer (premium liquor) operations. 

•   FLI (Filinvest Land) at 8.3X 2016 consensus ests – Land bank in place but developments slow to 
push through, relatively weak recurring income base 

 

5. Be patient.  
You won’t get 3-baggers or 30-baggers if you sell after you’re up 20% 

You can’t get 3-baggers let alone 30-baggers or better if you exit/take profits after you’re up 20%.  

If that stock you sold was SMPH (SM Prime) or GOOGL (Alphabet) 3 years ago, you would have had 
instant gratification back then, but “should have could have would have” seller’s regret since then (SMPH 
stock a double/2-bagger and GOOGL stock up 70% since then).   

We would go back to points 2 (compounding takes time) and 3 (be picky, look for long-term 
growers/winners and good visibility 5-10=15 years out).  

If tempted to take profits (always a nice problem to have), we would at very least reassess if the macro 
and micro growth story for revenues and earnings remains intact and on track before deciding to take 
profits. 

-    
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Where to from here? Some key thoughts 
Still supportive environment for growth?  

Whether this supportive environment for growth continues is a topic we will address in part 2 of this 
Money Talk series. 

To be sure, one can argue there are less domestic tailwinds, and perhaps more external headwinds 
going forward: 

•   Premium valuations. It is hard to bank on further P/E expansion for Philippine stocks in general.  

•   OFW (overseas Filipino worker) remittances growth sustainability. It is questionable to assume 
continued significant growth in OFW6 remittances going forward; if anything, one should want 
this number to gradually decline going forward, reflecting greater jobs creation domestically, 
and more Filipinos opting to return or work in the Philippines.  

•   BPO (Business process outsourcing) – for how long a tailwind, where to after then? It remains 
to be seen how many more years of robust BPO-related growth the country can enjoy (a 
continued transition to higher value-added verticals such as medical- and financials-related 
BPOs looks important to us), particularly if voice recognition, AI and machine learning advances 
progress, and if jobs re-onshoring and more populist governments/policies take firmer hold.  

•   Global macro imbalances and headwinds. And it would be imprudent to ignore unsettled 
conditions globally, e.g. deflationary pressures and ZIRP (zero interest rate policies)/NIRP 
(negative interest rate policies) in Japan and increasing parts of Europe, still-contracting global 
trade volumes, rising populist and trade protectionism sentiments, etc. 

 

Alert but hopeful/optimistic 

We are nonetheless alert to execution and potential setbacks/disappointments but hopeful and 
optimistic about the Duterte administration’s 10-point economic plan (see Exhibit 15 for a summary and 
tabulation of measures announced and/or started so far).  

Continuity plus can’t be a bad thing. We see the Duterte administration’s economic platform as a 
combination of continuity (for what has worked) plus a willingness to tackle deeper-seated issues (e.g. 
peace and order, drugs problem, inadequate infrastructure, traffic, red tape, FDI constraints and 
restrictions) which, if successful, should enhance business and consumer confidence, unleash more 
growth, create more jobs and help address key social issues.  

 

Success on reforms front can only add to economic growth and multiplier effects 

And while many will stress that it all hinges on execution and some will warn that there is ample scope 
for disappointment in execution, we take a simpler and also more optimistic stance here.  

Low base. We take the view that the Philippines is still at a low base, be it per capita GDP, or stock of 
infrastructure, breadth of manufacturing/industrial/technology base, or breadth of the middle income 
class. 

Unleashing unrealized potential. We also take the view that any incremental reforms and success in 
tackling infrastructure or social deficiencies – even if it is at a measured/gradual not promised dramatic 
pace – can only uncap unrealized potential and become additive to growth and multiplier effects. 

So it bears repeating what we wrote at start of this report:  

… if we get continued socio-political/macro stability plus steady progress with governance and ease-of-
doing-business reforms and hard/soft infrastructure build-outs and jobs creation going forward, a 
continued virtuous circle of multiplier effects and structurally higher GDP growth is plausible, just as we 
have seen with India and Indonesia for a couple of decades now, or Thailand in the 1990s and China in 
the 2000s minus the macro imbalances that subsequently beset these two. After all, the Philippines is still 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6	  The Philippine Statistics Authority puts the total number of overseas Filipino workers at 2.45 million per its May 2016 OFW 
release, up from 1.52 million in September 2006. 
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under-developed, but has attractive demographics, a solid fiscal balance sheet and current account 
position, an under-levered underpenetrated banking system, and urbanization still in early days. 

 

 

Exhibit 15: Reforms and infrastructure build-out as a continuum;  
Significant focus and more activity to date on (0) law and order, (1) continuity and beyond, (3) infra build-out     
Duterte administration 10-point economic program: summary and tabulation of key initiatives/measures announced and/or started so far 
 

SUMMARY/DESCRIPTION KEY MEASURES ANNOUNCED / BEING IMPLEMENTED WHO, WHEN, PROGRESS/STATUS/COMMENTS
SOURCE

0 LAW AND ORDER: stamp out 
criminality, drugs, smuggling, 
kidnapping; address traffic crisis.

A Intensified nationwide anti-illegal drugs campaign Pres Duterte 7/6/16 Manila Bulletin: PNP “Double Barrel” two-pronged approach. 
Project HVT (High Value Target) targets illegal drugs personalities/ 
syndicates. Project “Tokhang” involves visitations of suspected drug 
activities in coordination with local governments.

B Drug user rehab program 7/8/16 Manila Bulletin: Dept of Health to budget Php1bn from Phil 
Amusement & Gaming to establish treatment rehab centers for c.3mn 
drug dependents in the country.

C Drug pusher/dealer surrender program Pres Duterte 
7/25 State of 
Nation address

As of 7/25 SONA address: already made 3,600 drug-related arrests. 
120,000 drug dependents have surrendered, of which 70,000 are drug 
pushers/dealers.

D Reintroduction of death penalty for heinous crimes Pres Duterte 7/6/16 Inquirer: Davao Del Norte Rep. Alvarez files bill to reenact capital 
punishment via lethal injection.

E Public naming of 5 PNP generals seen as linked to drug trade Pres Duterte 7/13/16 Inquirer: DILG/DOJ prohibits these 5 generals from leaving the 
country.

F Potential naming of elected officials seen as linked to drug 
trade

Phil Inquirer

G Unilateral ceasefire vis a vis rebel groups CPP (Communist 
Party of Phil), NPA (New People's Army), NDF (National 
Democratic Front 

Pres Duterte 
7/25 SONA

Immediate unillateral ceasefire, request for CPP/NPA/NDF to do the 
same

H Engage with rebel groups, negoatiate, seek peace agreements Pres Duterte
I Launch nationwide 911 emergency hotline Pres Duterte 7/1/16 Inquirer: to be implemented in August 2016
J Establishment of task force against media killings Pres Duterte 

7/25 SONA
Presidential Communication Office and Office of Exec Secretary drafting 
Administrative Order to implement this

TRAFFIC RELATED MEASURES
A Provide president emergency powers to address traffic crisis, 

road congestion in Metro Manila & other areas
Pres Duterte 
7/25 SONA

Awaiting implementation by Congress

B First 100 days transport plan unveiled: priorities include MRT-3 
repairs/fleet expansion, unified highway toll system, third NAIA 
runway

Transpo Chief 
Tugade, 7/21/16

Announced

C Identify 77 traffic choke points in Metro Manila, devise S/T 
solutions to alleviate problems

MMDA Saruca

D Redeploy some air traffic, e.g. private planes, away from NAIA Pres Duterte 
7/25 SONA

E Divert domestic flights to Clark International Airport or build 
new Mega Manila airport, e.g. in Sangley Point, Cavite

President 
Duterte, 7/1/16 
Daily Inq

7/1/16: DOTC Secretary Tugade receives unsolicited proposal from 
SMC to build 1,600ha Manila Bay Intl Airport worth US$10bn on 
reclaimed land in Manila Bay

1 A Passage of Freedom of Information Act for increased 
transparency with govt executive agencies

Press Secretary 
Andanar Signed by Pres Duterte in Davao on 7/23/16

B Stepped up efforts against tax evasion/smuggling via Run After 
Tax Evaders (RATE), Run After the Smugglers (RATS) and 
Revenue Integrity Protection Service (RIPS) programs.

Fin Secretary  
Dominguez

7/12/16 Manila Standard: Working with DOJ to expedite 635 smuggling 
and tax cases involving about P103 billion in lost revenues.

C Sale of government assets over next 3 years Fin Secretary  
Dominguez

7/6/16 announcement

D Amend constitution to eventually change government form to 
federalism

Pres Duterte 
7/25 SONA

Pres Duterte pushes for federalism to enable greater local development 
and to help solve long-standing Mindanao political autonomy issues

2 A Lower personal and corporate income taxes Pres Duterte 
7/25 SONA

7/1/16 Bloomberg: proposed tax reform bill targeted for submission to 
Congress in Sep 2016

B Pursue tax reforms toward simpler, more equitable/inflation-
linked and more efficient tax system

Pres Duterte 
7/25 SONA

7/1/16 Bloomberg: proposed tax reform bill targeted for submission to 
Congress in Sep 2016

3 A Govt targets 17 PPP auctions by 2017 NEDA Director 
Pernia

Announced

B Infra bond offerings beyond PPP eyed, i.e. project financing 
bonds

SEC Chair 
Herbosa

Announced

C Implement 24/7 infrastructure project construction Budget head 
Diokno, Public 
Wrks head Villar

Announced

D Shorten project awarding timeframe from 29 months to around 
10 months

NEDA Director 
Pernia

Announced

E Accept unsolicited PPP proposals from private sector NEDA Director 
Pernia

DOTC Secretary Tugade receives unsolicited proposal from SMC to 
build 1,600ha Manila Bay Intl Airport on reclaimed land

CONTINUITY AND BEYOND: 
Continue/improve on current 
macroeconomic policies: strengthen 
tax collection & admi, reduce tax 
evasion, corruption, smuggling in 
revenue collection agencies

TAX REFORM: Reform the tax 
system to be more progressive, 
equitable, globally competitive - 
including bracket indexation for 

INFRA BUILDOUT: Accelerate 
infrastructure spending, with at least 
5% of GDP spending target; address 
bottlenecks in the PPP program

 
 

Source: Government websites, Manila Bulletin, Philippine Inquirer, BusinessWorld, Philippine Star 
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Exhibit 15 (continued): Reforms and infrastructure build-out as a continuum: 
A number of initial measures as well on (4) more foreign/local direct investments, and (5) agri development 
Duterte administration 10-point economic program: summary and tabulation of key initiatives/measures announced and/or started so far 
 

SUMMARY/DESCRIPTION KEY MEASURES ANNOUNCED / BEING IMPLEMENTED WHO, WHEN, PROGRESS/STATUS/COMMENTS
SOURCE

4 A DOF led anti-red tape team to streamline/speed up govt 
services in various agencies/govt controlled cos. Quarterly 
monitoring and setting of deadlines

Fin Secretary  
Dominguez

7/21/16 Manila Times: DOF issues Department Order (DO) 38-2016 to 
formally create Anti-Red Tape Team headed by Undersecretary Gil 
Beltran

B Q.C. Rep Belmonte re-files resolution to amend constitution 
enabling Congress to lift restrictions on foreign ownership of 
land and businesses.

7/19/16 Business Mirror: Sen Richard J. Gordon files to amend

C Strengthen competitiveness of Micro, Small and Medium 
Enterprises (MSME) by providing market access to financing, 
technology etc

DTI Secretary 
Lopez

July 22 2016: DTI to request increase in budget to Php6 Bn in 2017 from 
Php3.7 billion this 2016 to accelerate to speed up the development of 
micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs)

D Streamlining of procedures/rqmts for business applications; 
remove redundancies, make compliance in one agency 
sufficient to satisfy all.

President 
Rodrigo Duterte

Announced

E Review laws on REIT to address restrictive issues like 
minimum float, taxation, property manager role

SEC Chair 
Herbosa

7/13/16 Business World: SEC to issue amended implementing rules and 
regulations (IRR) for REITs in 3-6 months

F To be proactive in luring foreign investors, identifying big FDI 
targets, making specific proposals to set up in Phil

DOF Secretary 
Dominguez

Announced

G Establish Domestic Economic Zones that will offer same 
incentives as for Philippine Economic Zone Authority, e.g. tax-
free importation of raw materials, capital eqpmt, income tax 
holiday from 4-8 yrs.

Trade Assistant 
Secretary  
Aldaba

Announced

5 A Targeting additional 1 million HA for rice production DA Secretary 
Pinol

7/20/16 Phil News Agency: DA and DILG to sign MOA to recall 30,000 
farm technicians/extension workers from respective LGUs to rejoin DA to 
focus on and help boost food production.

B Provide irrigation and fertilizer support for farmers to boost 
production to achieve self-sufficiency in rice in 2 years.

DA Secretary 
Pinol

7/24/16: DA seeks additional Php4 billion budget for 2017 to augment 
funding for National Irrigation Authority (NIA) and provide free irrigation 
to farmlands.

C Address concerns by focusing available and affordable food to 
10 poorest provinces.

DA Secretary 
Pinol

Announced

D Implement nationwide soils analysts for determining suitability 
for planting rice or other cash crops

Pres Duterte 
7/25 SONA

E Implement program to provide free seeds and other inputs to 
rice farmers for two cropping seasons from next year.

DA Secretary 
Pinol

Announced

6 A Department of Agrarian Reform (DAR) urges Congress to 
implement moratorium on laws that allow conversion of 
agriculture lands to other purposes to preserve agri production 
capacity

DAR Secretary 
Rafael Mariano 
7/20/16

7 STRENGTHEN BASIC EDUCATION, 
focusing on communications, math & 
logical thinking skills; tertiary 
education scholarships; address skills-
jobs mismatch

8

9 A Mitigate food security and poverty issues NEDA Director 
Pernia, 7/3/16

7/5/16 Inquirer: Executive Order No. 1 placing 12 govt agencies tasked 
with resolving food security & poverty issues under supervision of 
Cabinet Secretary

10 A Increase existing Php2 billion budget for population control 
initiatives to slow down fertility rate

NEDA Director 
Pernia, 7/7/16

Announced

EXPAND/IMPROVE CONDITIONAL 
CASH TRANSFER, indexing grants 
to inflation while tightening its 
administration

RPRH LAW: Step up implementation 
of RPRH lawt to enable couples, esp 
the poor, to have informed choice on 
number and spacing of children they 
can properly care and provide for

LAND REFORM: address bottlenecks 
in land reform & mgmt systems, 
including security of land tenure to 
make projects bankable, thereby 
attracting more rural area investments

PROMOTE SCIENCE & TECH, 
CREATIVE ARTS to enhance 
innovative and creative capacities - 
needed for self sustaining inclusive 
development, participation in global 
knowledge economy

MORE FOREIGN & LOCAL DIRECT 
INVESTMENT: Attract foreign, 
besides local, direct investments by 
(a) easing constitutional economic 
restrictions and other laws, (b) 
enhance ease of doing business (red 
tape); (c) enforce law & order; (d) 
honor sanctity of contracts

PURSUE AGRI DEVELOPMENT - 
focusing on farm-level productivity via 
support svcs to small farmers, 
improved mkt access, fostering agri 
value chains through partnerships 
with agri business firms. Part of 
broader rural & regional dev strategy 
that includes promoting TOURISM.

 
 

Source: Government websites, Manila Bulletin, Philippine Inquirer, BusinessWorld, Philippine Star 
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We point to India to drive home our point of  
incremental success = incremental growth 

India is arguably a country with even greater structural rigidities, poverty issues and infrastructure 
inadequacies. It is also arguably a country where reforms have proceeded in stop-start fashion, with 
much variation across regions, provinces and cities. 

Nonetheless, none of these impediments to the reforms process have stopped India from posting 
increasingly robust growth: GDP growth rates have risen from an average of 5.7% in the 1990s to 6.8% in 
the 2000s to 7.2% in 2014 and 7.6% in 2015 (see Exhibit 16). 

 

Proof of concept for India:  
47 listed India companies that were 100-baggers from 1994-2014 

And none of these impediments have stopped corporate India from producing a whole host of 100-
baggers and beyond in the past 20 years, let alone 3-baggers and 30-baggers.  

We reference a December 2014 report by Motilal Oswal (an India stockbroker) authored by Raamdeo 
Agrawal and Shrinath Mithanthaya that identified 47 companies that were enduring 100-baggers+ in 
share price appreciation from 1994-2014 (see Exhibit 17, Motilal Oswal report itself publicly available at 
http://www.motilaloswal.com/site/rreports/HTML/635542588369519988/index.htm). 

 

Exhibit 16: Increasingly robust GDP growth in India, despite gradual/measured not dramatic pace of reforms in India 
We believe the same pattern may apply in the Philippines,  
i.e. incremental reforms = incremental growth, as structural constraints ease and unrealized potential gets tapped 
 
India real GDP growth rates: 
1990s average      5.7% 
2000s average      6.8% 
2014                        7.2% 
2015                        7.6% 
 

 
 

Source : Bloomberg. 
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Exhibit 17: An abundance of corporate riches, with many pure-plays in a wide range of sectors including IT, tech, 

pharma, niche manufacturing (but hardly any property cos): 47 100-baggers+ in 20 years (1994-2014) in India 
As compiled and published by Motilal Oswal Securities Ltd. in December 2014 report 
 
Note:&These&multiples&are&based&on&stocks&being&purchased&at&the&

lowest&prices&for&the&respective&year,&and&held&on&to&March&2014.

Company

Share&price&gain&(X)&

1994H2014 Year&of&Purchase Years&Held CAGR Sector

Infosys 2,902 1994 20 49.0% IT&consulting&&&software

Lupin 1,170 2002 12 80.2% Pharma

Wipro 875 1994 20 40.3% IT&&&computer&related

Motherson&Sumi 775 1999 15 55.8% Electrical&&&polymer&processing

Shree&Cement 644 1998 16 49.8% Cement

Kotak&Mahindra&Bk 608 2000 14 58.1% Bank

Emami 544 1996 18 41.9% Cosmetics,&healthcare&products

Vakrangee 525 2000 14 56.4% Computer&software

Eicher&Motors 452 2000 14 54.8% Light&comml&vehicles&mfg

Aurobindo&Pharma 452 1997 17 43.3% Pharma

Blue&Dart&Express 417 1999 15 49.5% Courier&services,&package&distri

Havells&India 372 2000 14 52.6% Electrical&products,&meters

Amara&Raja 368 1995 19 36.5% Industrial,&auto&batteries

Sun&Pharma 347 1997 17 41.1% Pharma

P&I&Inds 343 2005 9 91.3% Agri&and&fine&chemicals

Balkrishna&Inds 310 1994 20 33.2% Auto&tires&and&tubes

Glenmark&Pharma 299 2000 14 50.3% Pharma

Hindustan&Zinc 298 1997 17 39.8% Mining&H&zinc,&lead

CMC 277 1997 17 39.2% Computer&software

KPIT&Tech 247 2002 12 58.3% Application&&&business&consulting

Symphony 245 2009 5 200.5% Air&conditioners,&water&heaters

TTK&Prestige 233 2005 9 83.2% Electric&appliances

Titan&Company 232 2002 12 57.4% Jewelry&and&watch&retailer

Cipla 222 1994 20 31.0% Pharma&and&personal&care

Hero&MotoCorp 216 1994 20 30.8% Motorcycles

GRUH&Finance 203 2002 12 55.7% Home&loans&insurance&products

Mphasis 199 1995 19 32.1% Global&IT&and&BPO

Sesa&Sterlite 196 2001 13 50.1% Mining

Godrej&Inds 164 2002 12 53.0% Personal&care&products

Jindal&Steel 158 2002 12 52.5% Iron,&steel,&cement

HDFC&Bank 156 1996 18 32.4% Banking

Supreme&Inds 155 2002 12 52.2% Industrial&molded&products

Ipca&Labs 150 2002 12 51.8% Pharma

NMDC 145 2003 11 57.2% Mining

Gujarat&Fluorochem 145 1994 20 28.3% Refrigerant&gases

Ajanta&Pharma 142 2004 10 64.1% Pharma

Dr&Reddy's&Labs 140 1994 20 28.0% Pharma

Coromandel&Inter 139 1997 17 33.7% Fertilizers&and&pesticides

Berger&Paints 137 1997 17 33.6% Paints,&enamels,&varnishes

Shriram&Transport 135 2002 12 50.5% Hire&purchase&for&trucks

CRISIL 127 1996 18 30.9% Credit&rating&agency

United&Breweries 125 2003 11 55.1% Beer

Axis&Bank 119 2000 14 40.7% Bank

Crompton&Greaves 118 1998 16 34.7% Consumer&electrical&products

Pidilite&Inds 109 1994 20 26.4% Consumer&products

Alstom&T&D&India 107 2002 12 47.6% Power&transmission&&&distribution

Asian&Paints 106 1994 20 26.3% Decorative&paints  
 

Source : Motilal Oswal Securities Ltd, Bloomberg. 
Report available at http://www.motilaloswal.com/site/rreports/HTML/635542588369519988/index.htm 
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We wish/hope for more diversity, more pure-plays going forward 

So, in conclusion, we remain alert - alert to what the administration will do and accomplish versus what it 
has set out to do, and what could go wrong – but optimistic for continued solid and hopefully broader 
and more inclusive growth, for increasing jobs creation, and for continued notable share price gains and 
wealth creation for many of the country’s better-placed corporates. 

Our wishlist, 1: more diversity. We do wish for an even more diverse 3-baggers or 30-baggers list 
going forward (see Exhibit 16) just as we see in the US or, more appropriately, in India or Thailand. 

Our wishlist, 2: more pure-plays. We do wish for a future corporate outperformers list that would 
include more more pure-play operating companies in addition to the pronounced dominance of 
conglos/holdcos for the Philippines versus what we see in Japan, Korea, India and most of rest of 
ASEAN. More operating sub spin-offs or listings would help. 

Our wishlist, 3: more in value-creating sectors. And along those lines, we would wish for more 
investing pure plays in manufacturing and industry, in tech and IT, in health care, in education and 
tourism, going forward. All of which would reflect a level of success with the economic priorities set out 
by the Duterte administration. 

Tech supremacy and dominance in the US. If you look at the US (see Exhibit 18) – as much as it is also a 
consumer led economy with consumer spending being c.70% of GDP just as with the Philippines – 5 of 
its 10 largest companies are technology and web-centric companies (Apple, Alphabet/Google, 
Microsoft, Amazon, Facebook). There is only one traditional consumer/healthcare company (Johnson & 
Johnson), only one traditional energy company (Exxon) and no financials among the top ten. 

Diversity in Thailand. If you look at a more comparable market – Thailand (Exhibit 18) – albeit one that is 
some 20 years ahead of the Philippines on the per capita GDP level (Thailand first got to the US$2,770 
per capita GDP level that the Philippines is presently at way back in 1994) and you look at its top 10 
companies in terms of market weightings – you also see more breadth and diversity, with one health care 
company (BDMS), one infrastructure play (Siam Cement), an airport operator (AOT), four banks (SCB, 
KBANK, BBL, BAY), two energy related companies (PTT, PTTEP) and one consumer retail/convenience 
stores format company (CPALL). 

Vibrant, colorful India. And finally and perhaps most interestingly given the stark contrast with the 
Philippines, if you look at India’s 47 100-baggers from 1994-2014 as calculated by Motilal Oswal 
Securities, you see a vibrant colorful range of pure-play companies in a whole range of sectors (again see 
Exhibit 15), including IT, tech, pharma and very specific niche-type manufacturing. And hardly any power 
companies or property companies, in sharp contrast to the Philippines. Perhaps this pure-play focus is, in 
and of itself, one of the reasons for the high number of notable 100X-plus wealth creators in India’s 
equity markets in the past two decades. 
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Exhibit 18: Better breadth and diversity – including more manufacturing, tech, infra and healthcare - would be a good thing for Corporate Philippines in our view 
Top 10 in market cap/weighting for US, Thai and Philippine stockmarkets 
 

Company Mkt+cap+(US$bn) Sector
Apple%(AAPL) 541.1%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Technology%5%hardware
Alphabet%(GOOGL) 500.1%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Technology%5%internet
Microsoft%(MSFT) 422.4%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Technology%5%Software
Exxon%Mobil%(XOM) 397.4%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Energy%&%Utilities
Berkshire%Hathaway%(BRK5A) 359.1%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Holding%Firm
Amazon%(AMZN) 349.7%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Technology%5%Retail
Johnson%&%Johnson%(JNJ) 338.8%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Healthcare
Facebook%(FB) 335.5%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Technology%5%Social%Media
General%Electric%(GE) 305.4%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Industrial%Goods
AT&T%(T) 264.7%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Telecommunications

Company Mkt+cap+(US$bn) Sector
PTT%Public%Company%(PTT) 26.70%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Energy%&%Utilities
Siam%Cement%(SCC) 16.80%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Infrastructure/cement
Airports%of%Thailand%(AOT) 15.70%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Infrastructure/airports
Siam%Commercial%Bank%(SCB) 14.70%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Financials%5%Banking
CP%ALL%(CPALL) 13.30%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Retail%convenience%stores
Kasikorn%Bank%(KBANK) 12.30%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Financials%5%Banking
Bangkok%Dusit%Medical%Svcs%(BDMS) 10.20%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Financials%5%Banking
PTT%Exploration%&%Prod%(PTTEP) 9.50%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Energy%&%Utilities
Bangkok%Bank%(BBL) 9.40%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Financials%5%Banking
Bank%of%Ayudhya 8.30%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Financials%5%Banking

Company Mkt+cap+(US$bn) Sector
SM%Investments%(SM) 18.4%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Holding%co
SM%Prime%Holdings%(SMPH) 17.3%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Property
JG%Summit%Holdings%(JGS) 13.1%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Holding%co
Ayala%Land%(ALI) 12.7%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Property
Ayala%Corporation%(AC) 11.8%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Holding%co
Philippine%Long%Distance%Tel%(TEL) 9.9%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Telco
Aboitiz%Equity%Ventures%(AEV) 9.6%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Energy/holding%co
Universal%Robina%(URC) 9.3%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Branded/commodity%food
BDO%Unibank%(BDO) 8.9%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Financials%5%Banking
Bank%of%the%Philippine%Islands%(BPI) 8.3%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Financials%5%Banking

Legend:
Tech/internet%related Healthcare
Manufacturing%related Property%related
Infrastructure Financial%services%related
Telco Consumer%spending/food%related
Energy/utilities Holding%co%/%conglomerate

Top+10+US+listed+cos+by+mkt+cap+(NYSE,+NASDAQ)

Top+10+Thai+listed+cos+by+mkt+cap+(SET)

Top+10+Philippine+listed+cos+by+mkt+cap+(PSEi)

 
 

Source : Bloomberg, BDO Research estimates. 
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Some final thoughts: House perspectives from BDO practitioners 
 

From Nestor V. Tan, President & CEO, BDO Unibank  
and President, Bankers Association of the Philippines 

We remain optimistic with the economic and investment outlook.  
We continue to invest in products, in branches and in productive capacity across the country. 

 

From Josefina N. Tan, President, BDO Private Bank and Director, BDO Unibank 

The successful implementation and execution of the 10-point economic agenda, particularly in 
addressing social and inclusive growth by theDuterte Administration, may usher in a new phase of 
increased activity in the Philippine capital markets – not just the local stock market – but also to foreign 
investors attracted to the Philippine story. As more companies increase their productive capacity and 
diversify in other businesses – demand for financing this expansion should augur well for both the fixed 
income and equity markets.  For private banking clients, this opens up opportunities to diversify their 
stock holdings from the traditional blue chips or so-called "heir-loom stocks" to more initial public 
offerings (IPOs) of larger companies.  Already, we've seen the successful IPO of Cemex Holdings 
Philippines that raised more than US$1 billion. Just around the corner, another Philippine subsidiary of a 
leading multinational in the energy space may also go public – after being delayed for nearly 2 
decades. Indeed, these are exciting times for investors. 

 

From Walter C. Wassmer, Head, Institutional Banking Group 

The focus of the Duterte administration on accelerating infrastructure spending will create the multiplier 
effect for continued GDP growth. Their plan to allocate at least 5% of GDP to infrastructure spending 
and to address the PPP bottlenecks will provide many companies with the opportunities to participate 
and benefit from this growth momentum. 

 

From Eduardo V. Francisco, President, BDO Capital & Investment Corporation  
and Co-Chairman, Capital Markets Development Corporation of the Philippines 

With the Duterte administration trying to create an environment where government provides peace and 
order and enables the private sector to lead the way, abundant liquidity in the system as well as keen 
interest from abroad, we believe that the time is right for existing listed companies to tap the capital 
markets for more capital as needed. 

It may also make sense for many of the local conglomerates to spin off some of their key operating 
subsidiaries as investors are also looking for investments directly into operating companies in their 
sectors of choice or focus. 

We also anticipate more potential “hidden gems” to tap the Philippine capital markets with the 
encouraging business environment, which in turn would give investors more choices. 

 

From Ador A. Abrogena, Head, Trust & Investments Group 

This report in many ways frames both (a) our approach to investing in the Philippine market as well as (b) 
our advocacy for long-term investing that our group has been doing all these years. The report also 
highlights themes that are particularly relevant to the reality of the Philippine situation: 

•   Investors in the PSE, UITFs and mutual funds comprise only about 1% of the population 

•   Many are traders who look for short term profits as a way to play the market, not an investor 
mind set. 

The need for a longer term mind set for investing is getting more timely because: 

•   Rates are close to zero, people can’t keep their money in short term investments and keep up 
with inflation; 
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•   Most of the short term placements have been there for a long time, foregoing the higher long 
term yields from bonds or even dividend yields 

•   Over a longer period of time the effects of compounding are significant 

•   There is a growing movement among financial advisors to advocate dollar cost averaging and 
keeping a longer holding period for investments. 

•   Financial products that are meant for long term investments such as UITFs, mutual funds, and 
VULs are gaining traction, most of which are available on a dollar cost averaging /regular 
contribution basis. 

 

From Pedro M. Florescio III, Treasurer 

Domestic interest rates should remain relatively low supported by a stable macroeconomic environment 
and manageable inflation. Moving forward, the direction maybe influenced by the policy normalization in 
the U.S., but we expect it to settle near the levels of our peer countries in ASEAN. 
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